Diffused Light Attenuation at 664 nm for PDT in Salted Cadaver Brain.
We investigated light attenuation at 664 nm, which is the excitation wavelength of photodynamic therapy (PDT) using talaporfin sodium, in a salted cadaver brain. Estimation of therapeutic lesions is important to ensure the effectiveness and safety of brain tumor PDT. Previously reported optical properties of the human brain vary widely. In this study, we measured the light attenuation in brain tissue using a practical method. We employed a salted cadaver brain, in which the mechanical and optical properties can be maintained as close as possible to those under operative conditions. A neuroendoscope was inserted into the brain until the cerebral ventricle was reached. A thin cylindrical diffuser probe was advanced 10 mm from the endoscope tip. By another path from the brain surface, an optical fiber for measurement was inserted into a puncture needle, and a pair of needles was used to puncture the tissue and reach the same cerebral ventricle in which the endoscope tip was positioned. The attenuation of light intensities in the frontal lobe and cerebellum was measured by varying the bundle tip position. The starting positions of the bundle were confirmed by the endoscopic view. The measured light intensity attenuations were fitted with an exponential curve. The following attenuation coefficients were obtained: 0.20 ± 0.05 mm-1 in the cerebrum and 0.27 ± 0.05 mm-1 in the cerebellum. As conventional spectroscopic measurement may overestimate attenuation in the whole tissue, in situ measurement using the withdrawal technique might be appropriate for measurement of inhomogeneous biological tissues.